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20’

Chrome Lase-Station: When less is more (1 platform for all). A laser-holistic

approach in treating general skin ageing issues.
Nicola Zerbinati, M.D. (Italy)
Quanta Chrome Lase-station is the ultimate laser platform to face all the signs of skin
aging, with no downtime and ready-to-go treatment. Based on a Q-switch and pulsed
technology, it is highly efficient on all levels of skin ageing. Its flexibility enables the
physician to add wavelengths and modules, to be ready to face every skin condition.
Quanta Chrome SkinApp gathers all the skin rejuvenation protocols and patient
communication. Only one click and follow the steps, you can easily reach the ideal
treatment outcome.

20’

Discovery Pico Series: Tips and Tricks of treating scars and aging signs

Matteo Tretti Clementoni, M.D. (Italy)
Scars and aging signs are object of most laser treatment for skin restoration and
Discovery Pico is a very powerful tool especially in treating the most challenging cases.
Quanta Discovery Pico, the Nd:YAG picosecond laser with its outstanding flexibility and
power, reaches the purest photoacoustic effect to efficiently treat pigmentations on
all skin type, and when used against scars and skin ageing thanks to plasma generation
it can create superficial ablation and deep LIOBs for collagen regeneration leading to a
strong and natural skin rejuvenation outcome.

20’

Old problems, new approaches for skin rejuvenation: the Youlaser MT

solution
Ricardo Galvan, M.D. (Mexico)
Fractional skin resurfacing provides the benefits of higher energy treatments with
fewer side-effects and shorter downtime than traditional lasers. The combination of
superficial fractional ablation CO2 and deeper fractional non-ablative 1540÷50nm
wavelengths allows Youlaser MT to induce a pronounced coagulation effect within the
medium and deep dermis, with a net saving on surface ablation in a single session. See
how this short downtime approach safely improves scar conditions and remove aged
skin

